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JFL Activities between January 1st and June 30th
2019
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First: About JFL, Vision, and Mission
About JFL:
Justice for Life organization, JFL, is a Syrian, independent, non-profit, non-governmental that
works on promoting human rights in Syria.
It was established in 2015 by a number of human rights defenders and actors from Deir Ezzor
province. This was a fruit of their individual and team defend for human rights in their
communities, and documenting the human rights violations that are committed by different
parties and powers who have been in the province since 2011, to make it as a platform and
space for those who defend human rights and victims in order to advocate and defend their
cases in accordance with a legal and professional course, so these violations and acts do not
go by no just accountability. It also aims at promoting the human rights in the Syrian society
and state on the political, behavioral, and cultural levels in order to ensure access for the
victims and their relatives to their rights. In this endeavor, JFL expanded its work in 2016 to be
an active and effective part in the national and international alliances and platforms
concerned in human rights and documenting violations in Syria, and preparing the profiles of
violations and crimes that took place against the Syrians since 2011 according to mechanism
and methodologies compatible with international legal standards.
JFL set forth a three-year strategic plan that started on 1 January 2018 and will be ended on
31 December 2020. JFL determined work domains and tools of intervention in light of its
objectives and vision. JFL
JFL team includes Syrian male and female activists and human rights defenders along with
specialized supporting team that includes experts and specialists such as lawyers, judges,
doctors, and journalists, who had a role and experience during the past years in the processes
of documentations, defend, and advocacy towards human rights in their communities, and on
the national level on the other hand, where they depend on their deep belief in principles and
values of human rights.
JFL Vision
Syria is a justice and rule of law state where human rights are inviolable an enshrined.
JFL Mission
We work in a participatory manner with the exerted efforts locally and internationally in
observing and following up the reality of human rights in Syria through observation,
documentation, forming evidences, participating in initiating legal actions before courts and
specialized parties, promoting the capacity of human rights defenders in Syria, and creating
spaces for citizens, especially victims and the marginalized, to express and participate in the
course of justice until reaching the state of law and citizenship.
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Second: Values
1- Equality:
We believe that everyone are born with equal rights and duties where no
discrimination should be made among human beings upon ethnic, sectarian,
sexual, color, or any other considerations. Building the society and state will not
be completed on the base of real citizenship if it comes with discrimination or
putting considerations in the way of citizens to reach their rights or abilities.
2- Rule of Law:
We believe that law is what control relations among people, and with the
state. No party, individual or institution, private or public, have the right to cross
it off or breach it based on any consideration. The responsibility of protecting
and promoting the law along with formulating and practicing it is a collective
and participatory one.
3- Justice:
Life has no meaning without justice. No stable states or communities without a
path that ensures and achieve justice for their individuals and components.
Justice has different faces, not only justice of trials, but also justice in distributing
resources, cultural, social, and political justice.
4- Participatory:
We, at JFL, believe that the individual or limited efforts are not
adequate/complete to make a change on the community and state level.
Therefore, we consider and appreciate the need for participatory wok and
effort in the public interest to reach the desired change in our communities at
all levels.

Paris 2019 – Meeting about holding commercial companies
accountable for human rights violations
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THIRD: WORK DOMAINS
1- Observation and Documentaion:
This domain covers the actions, activities, and projects implemented by JFL to track and
document violations that are committed aganst civilians and vital installations along with
different levels of violations practiced by parties to coflict aganist eah other, civilians, private
or publish establishments, or personnel of humanitarian and civic work sectors.

Deir Ezzor IDPs camp in North Syria
2- Empowerment and Capacity Building:
This aims at making change in the capacity of the human rights staff and personnel
throughout equipping them with sophisticated training methods and tools that help in raising
their awareness and scaling up their capacity in order to be able to achieve professional works
in accordance with the international human rights standards.

JFL workshop on Elections
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3- Culture of Human Rights:
It is a set of direct and indirect trainings that aim at promoting and fostering the recognition of
individuals o their humanitarian rights – civil, political, economic, social, and cultural ones –
stated in the international charters and local constitutions, and how to demand, gain, and
defend these rights against those who violate them either in case it was a state or other
persons, and to realize non-violent methods and means to achieve this purpose.
4- Expression and Participation:
This domain represents creating participation opportunities for the human rights defenders
including individuals, initiatives, institutions, and local community persons to express their
stories and experiences, particularly violations stories, and to work on conveying their voices
to a wider level.
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Fourth: Reports:
JFL issued fifteen reports, including long ones about the looting in Syrian government held areas of
Deir Ezzor Province, Missing Persons in ISIS prisons, and other brief reports about the latest
developments in Deir Ezzor, along with a pilot study on the reasons behind joining extremist groups
in Deir Ezzor.

Issued Reports during six months:
1- Everywhere Burst Into Flames: A detailed report on the aerial bombardment that targeted

the area of Omar Ibn Al Khattab mosque in the city of Al Boukmal, east of Deir Ezzor, in 2015,
that resulted in death and injury of hundreds.

2- A Systematic Looting in Deir Ezzor Province: A report on the looting in the Syrian government

held areas. The report recommended to immediately halt the looting operations, returninig
the looted properties to their owners, and to allow the international investigation committees
to enter to Syria and investigate the commited violations.
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3- The Unknown Fate: A report on the detainees in ISIS jails, whose fate is still

unknown. It recommended that the Syrian government and Syria Democratic
Forces should establish offices to report the missing persons, especially those
who were detained in ISIS jails and no information were available about their
fate as there is a need for search for all missing persons and facilitate the
operations of investigations and search.

4- Deir Ezzor after ISIS, preliminary Recommendations: a paper that highlights the briefed

discussions that were organized by JFL in 2018 among groups of specialists and activists in
different areas such as education, governance, community peace, transitional justice and
woman empowerment.
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5- Deir Ezzor and Violence…Reasons of Joining: A pilot study to discuss the reasons behind

joining the youngsters to extremist groups in Deir Ezzor. The study also argues the methods
of confronting more extremism in order to avoid the province from being a human reservoir
for such kind of groups.

6- Protests Continue in Deir Ezzor and Demands Need to be Dealt with Earnestly: this report

shows the protests in the SDF held areas in Deir Ezzor province where these protests
demanded the civil councils to engage the populations in making decisions in an effective
manner, and the need for enhancing the services, along with releasing the detainees.
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7- Deir Ezzor… Detention and Blackmailing Civilians, and Smuggling Oil: this report

included the latest developments in Deir Ezzor, committed violations, returning
of IDPs, and the most prominent fears of the civilians. The report focused on
some areas of Deir Ezzor, including those that are held by the Syrian
government, and others that are held by SDF.

8- Three Children Died in a Makeshift Camp in Deir Ezzor: the report covered the

death of three children in a temporary camp in Al Suar town, in the countryside
of Deir Ezzor following as they exited Al Baghouz area due to the military
actions between SDF and ISIS
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9- Ten civilians killed by a car-bomb in Deir Ezzor countryside: This report covered the death

and injury of dozens of civilians due to a car-bomb in Al Shuhail town, eastern countryside of
Deir Ezzor.

10- The Difficulties Faced by Deir Ezzor IDPs: This report focused on the most

important difficulties faced by Deir Ezzor IDPs in the displacement areas such as
high rents, lack of humanitarian aid, lack of hospitals and schools, along with
the security issues.
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11- The Main Reasons behind Unwillingness of People Displaced from Deir Ezzor to Return to

the Areas of Control of the Syrian Regime in the Province: This report highlighted the reasons
behind IDPs preference to stay in the displacement locations to be away from the Syrian
government held areas in Deir Ezzor.

12- Reconciliations…The Last Option for Deir Ezzor Populations: This report sheds the light on

the most prominent conditions and reasons the led displaced families to return to the Syrian
government held areas in Deir Ezzor.
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13- A Child from Deir Ezzor Freezes to Death in Al Bab City: This report included an interview

with the family of a child who froze to death in Al Bab city. The 5-year-old child is from Al
Mayadin city, east of Deir Ezzor.

14- Al Mayadin…Decrease of Civilians Desire to Return and Prevalence of Foreign Militias: This

report covered the security situations and movement of resident in Al Mayadin city, east of
Deir Ezzor.
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15- The Western Countryside in the North of Euphrates River…. Schools that Need Support, and

Hospitals that Do Not Meet the Civilians’ Need: This report covered the security and services
aspects in the SDF held areas of the western countryside of Deir Ezzor.
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Fifth: Signing an MOU with the IIIM:
On April 10th 2019, Justice for Life signed a memorandum of understanding with the
International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism on international crimes committed in the
Syrian Arab Republic since March 2011.
In this context, on May 29th 2019, JFL’ Executive Office members delivered the first batch of
human rights violations evidences, that were committed in Deir Ezzor, as a result of JFL
efforts during the past years. Further batches will be delivered in the upcoming months.
The MOU frames cooperation between JFL and the Mechanism in order to provide evidences
and documentations to help in investigating the allegations of violations in accordance with its
mandate.

Lausanne, Switzerland, April 2018.
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Sixth: Workshops:
Two workshops were held in Deir Ezzor; the First one discussed the UNSC resolution 2250, and the
role of youth in peace. The workshop was held in partnership with PAX for peace. The participants
discussed the importance of the resolution and the challenges in the way of implementation. Also,
they discussed the challenges faced by the youth in Deir Ezzor along with their most important
needs.
The recommendations included the need for intensifying dialogue and the importance of women
participation in all youth discussions.

A photo from the workshop of role of youth in peace building
The second workshop was about the importance of elections, properties, international standards,
election standards of intigrity and transperancy.
The most important recommendations came as follows;
- The need for organizing more workshops to mainstram the importance of elections.
- Raising awareness and empowering women in her rights and role in elections.
- Encouraging the youth and giving them opportunities for civil and political participation.
- Umemployment and literacy are of the most important factors that prevent the youth from
being involved in the community life and push them towards extremism.
- Promoting the role of media in raising the awareness of the community regarding the
elections importance.
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Seventh: Focus Group Discussions:
JFL organized three FGDs between May 28th and May 31st 2019. The FGDs focused on two areas;
The first one: discussing the results of the pilot study “Deir Ezzor and Violence.. Reasons for
Joining”.
The second one: to discuss the paper of “Protests Continue in Deir Ezzor and Demands Need to
be Dealt with Earnestly”.
31 persons, including 18 women, out of the host community and IDPs participated. Each sessions
lasted for about three hours and a half.
Participants recommended the following;
-

The locals, including military and security members, should enjoy their role in this domain
by giving the competent ones the opportunity to be in decision making positions.

-

The work of justice commission should be away from the political influence and being away
equally from all. This commission should include those who enjoy competency.

-

Strengthening relations among different area actors by developing peace building projects
and supporting local stabilization committees.

-

Funding youth projects and providing developmental projects.

-

Supporting education sector and providing qualified education staff.

-

Enhancing services such as water pumping stations, electricity, roads and sanitation
networks.

-

Supporting the health sector throughout increasing hospitals and medical facilities along
with providing medications and vaccinations.

-

Activating the principle of accountability against those who commit violations against
civilians.

-

Limiting hate speech and accusations that promote fracture among Syrians.

-

Setting clear mechanisms to communicate with the populations to listen to them and
discussing their problems and suggestions.

-
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A photo from one of the FGD sessions

Eighth: Participations
1- Workshop with PAX for peace building about advocacy. The workshop was held in Irbil. It
lasted for five days, since April 3rd until 8th 2019. Many meetings were held with Iraqi human
rights organizations.
2- A meeting with the Iraqi organization Peace and Freedom. JFL held a meeting with Peace
and Freedom organization on April 10th 2019. The organization works in human rights and
peace building. The meeting aimed at being familiarized with the Iraqi organizations work
as the working areas in Iraq, especially in Al Anbar and Al Mousel, underwent
circumstances similar to those faced by Deir Ezzor.
3- Workshop with Center for Victims of Torture: Between April 28th and May 2nd 2019, a
workshop was held in Irbil. The workshop focused on strategic planning by using the
method of five steps for effective strategies for new tactics program in human rights.
4- Meeting in Sulaymaniyah city: JFL participated in a meeting that took place between May
3rd and May 5th 2019. The meeting focused on the future of northeast Syria.
5- A Meeting between JFL and United Nations Office of the Special Envoy for Syria (OSE): The
meeting was held in Gaziantep on February 16th 2019 within the regional consultations that
were organized by the Special Envoy. The meeting focused on the files prioritized by the
Syrian civil society.
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6- Tunisia Young Leaders Summit in Middle East: It was held in Tunisia between March 14th
and 16th 2019 about the importance of young role in peace building. JFL presented a speech
about the steps taken and will be taken in youth empowerment domain.
7- Istanbul Meeting: was held between April 27th and 29th 2019. It was bout he role of civil
society in peace building in Syria.
8- Istanbul Meeting for Civil Society: it was held between February 19th and 21st 2019 to discuss
the work and projects of the participating civil society organization in 2019.
9- Meeting with IRI: it was held in Istanbul between February 22nd and 23rd 2019 to discuss the
developments in Deir Ezzor and JFL strategic plan.
10- Meeting with US Special Envoy to Syria: It was held in Gaziantep on May 15th 2019 to discuss
the latest developments in Deir Ezzor, especially following protests that demanded to
enhance services an involving populations in the process of administration.
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Ninth: Partnerships:
JFL has been working since early 2019 with three international parties that work on human
rights and peace building in Deir Ezzor; International Republican Institute, National
Endowment for Democracy, and PAX for peace building. Moreover, there are more
partnerships that are expected to start in the coming months.
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